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ABSTRACT A major challenge in education is to provide students with a personalized learning experience.
This study aims to address this by developing a dialogue-based intelligent tutoring system (ITS) that imitates
human expert tutors. The ITS asks questions, assesses student answers, provides hints, and even chats
to encourage student engagement. We constructed the Dialogue-based Reading Comprehension Tutoring
(DIRECT) dataset to simulate real-world pedagogical scenarios with the assessment labels and key sentences
to support tutoring. The DIRECT dataset is based on RACE, which is a large-scale English reading
comprehension dataset. In addition, we propose a neural pipeline approach to model the tutoring tasks
and conduct a comprehensive analysis on the results, including a human evaluation. The results show that
our model performs well in generating questions, assessing answers, and chatting, showing high potential
although some challenges remain. The proposed model provides a good basis for further development of
dialogue-based ITSs.

INDEX TERMS Computer aided instruction, dialogue-based tutoring, educational technology, intelligent
tutoring, natural language processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing interest in education individualized for
the background and achievement level of each student. In fact,
it has been shown that a lack of individualized instruction
results in an educational gap [1], [2], [3]. As a solution to
this, intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs), which aim to scale
up individualized education by imitating human expert tutors,
are actively explored. Many ITSs have been successfully
deployed to improve students’ achievements and learning
efficiency in a broad range of educational domains such as
language learning and scientific reasoning [4], [5], [6].

In particular, dialogue-based tutoring is one of the
most promising tutoring methods because it provides a
learning environment similar to natural student–tutor inter-
actions [7], [8]. In this setting, the tutor communicates
with the student to test the student’s understanding of the
tutoring materials and gives appropriate instructions. For
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example, the tutor could ask questions or provide hints to
guide the student to find the answer on their own. Moreover,
they could engage in small talk, which has been shown to
be an efficient tutoring technique for encouraging student
engagement [9]. To address the diversity of tutoring strategies
and difficulty of understanding and responding educationally
to students’ utterances, data-driven approaches with natural
language processing techniques have been introduced for
ITSs [10], [11]. However, there are few public datasets
handling the diverse tutoring strategies in the discourse,
despite their importance to the development and evaluation
of data-driven models.

In this paper, we present the large-scale Dialogue-
based Reading Comprehension Tutoring (DIRECT) dataset,
in which the tutor generates questions, assesses the student’s
understanding of a given passage, and provides appropriate
feedback. To simulate natural one-on-one tutoring scenarios,
we construct multi-turn dialogues for each passage with
three types of tutoring tasks, question generation, feedback,
and passage-related chatting, and integrate them into one
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FIGURE 1. Example of the multi-turn interaction between a user (student)
and a reading comprehension tutoring system.

dialogue, as shown in Fig. 1. To support the tutor’s response,
we provide the correctness of the student’s answer and the
key sentences.

To construct the data efficiently, we use the passages and
high-quality exercises in RACE-M [12], which is a reading
comprehension dataset collected from English exams for
middle school Chinese students. Each exercise consists of an
average of four questions, which we expand into multi-turn
dialogue.

We treat the workflow of the tutoring process as a
task-oriented dialogue (TOD) by formulating it using a
pipeline schema, which is a mainstream method in the TOD
field [13], [14]. The TOD system reads user utterances, tracks
the dialogue state, searches a database, decides on system
actions, and generates responses over the turns of the dialogue
sessions [14]. Similarly, our tutoring model reads student
utterances, assesses their answers (i.e., dialogue state tracking
in the TOD), determines the tutoring turn type (i.e., makes

system action decisions), selects the ground knowledge (i.e.,
database searching), and generates the responses.

The contributions of this manuscript are as follows:
• A large-scale dataset called DIRECT is presented that
simulates a real tutoring conversation, including natural
language assessment, question and feedback generation,
and passage-related chat.

• We formulate a dialogue-based tutoring process with a
pipeline schema, inspired by the state-of-the-art TOD
model.We also conduct a comprehensive analysis on our
dataset and discuss the remaining challenges.

To the best of our knowledge, our dataset is the first
attempt to encompass all aspects of dialogue-based reading
comprehension tutoring for a deep learning-based tutoring
model. We hope that our dataset will be used as a testbed
to develop more practical tutoring models. Data is partially
available at: https://github.com/DIRECTDataset/DIRECT

II. RELATED WORK
A. TUTORING DATASETS
Existing public datasets for dialogue-based tutoring are
scarce, and they focus on only some of the properties
of tutoring. Some address vocabulary and grammar learn-
ing [15], [16] or token error prediction [17]. For reading
comprehension tutoring, most studies have focused on
feedback and question generation. Reference [18] released
a tutoring dataset for generating natural language feedback
regarding student answers. Their feedback was elaborate and
challenging, but they provided direct guidance to explain
which part was incorrect. In real-world tutoring, tutors
respond to student errors indirectly [4]. In this respect,
we believe that indirect guidance (i.e., hints) is more
effective than direct guidance because it provides students the
opportunity to think independently.

A pioneering large-scale question generation dataset for
education is LearningQ [19]. It focuses on constructing
questions that require reasoning rather than conversational
tutoring. Reference [20] utilized the RACE dataset [12]
for exam-like question generation while highlighting the
unnaturalness of existing datasets extracted from the Web.
They used only a specific type of questions, which comprise
approximately 20% of the RACE questions, and an automatic
tagging method to denote answer-related information in the
passage without annotating key sentences, which would have
led to insufficient data annotation.

Reading comprehension tutoring is closely related to
question answering (QA). Most QA datasets are developed
for machine reading comprehension research, with text
collected from news, Wikipedia, the Web, or book corpora,
and question and answers developed through crowdsourc-
ing [21]. However, some QA datasets based on educa-
tional resources exist, including RACE [12], RACE-C [22],
ARC [23], DREAM [24], and ReClor [25]. These datasets
are multi-choice datasets that provide multiple options for
a question, and they can be used as tutorial materials
to test a learner’s reading comprehension ability. They
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consider challenges such as commonsense or multi-sentence
reasoning, as well as addressing unanswerable questions.
These datasets can be used as question generation datasets
for education after excluding Cloze-type questions [20].

Unlike other tutoring datasets, we consider overall
dialogue-based tutoring strategies such as questions, assess-
ment, feedback, and chat with human-annotated ground
knowledge. The DIRECT dataset, which is a dialogue-based
tutoring dataset, the differences from other dialogue datasets
are as follows:

First, the dialogue participants of the DIRECT dataset
are students and tutors, whereas the dialogue participants
for conventional TOD datasets are users and clerks, and
users and wizards or only two people in conventional open
domain dialogue (ODD) datasets. The main types of system
utterances in DIRECT are questions, feedback, and chats,
whereas the main types are request and information in TOD
datasets and only chat in ODD datasets. The user’s utterance
type is answer, whereas the utterance type is query for
TOD datasets and chat for ODD datasets. Regarding ground
knowledge, in DIRECT, it is a passage of English, whereas in
TOD, it is a database, and in ODD, it is an open domain text.

B. DIALOGUE MODELING
In the past few years, deep learning-based dialogue tech-
niques have significantly grown in both the TOD and ODD
fields. Recent work on ODD has explored knowledge-
grounded dialogue, which is related to our work because
it involves informative responses with textual ground
knowledge [26], [27], [28], [29], whereas we consider a
different source of ground knowledge at each turn to provide
appropriate instructions. We use knowledge-grounded ODD
models as a baseline. In the TOD field, modeling sequential
pipeline schemas with large pretrained language models
have shown state-of-the art performance [13], [14], [30].
In particular, modeling dialogue on a session level has
improved system performance [13], [14]. Inspired by that
success, we model the sequential tutoring conversation at
session level.

Deep learning-based ITSs for generating feedback and
questions have achieved promising results. Reference [11]
deployed an ITS for generating personalized feedback.
To provide instruction to students about concepts that
were misunderstood, they analyzed the relationship between
the answer and ground knowledge using natural language
processing techniques such as segmentation and sematic
parsing. Reference [20] proposed a sequence-to-sequence
architecture for an answer-aware question generation task.
Reference [31] extended their approach by adopting an
iterative question–answer generation task. Unlike the above
studies that only refer to passages and answers, our tutoring
model refers to both question-and-answer pairs in the
exercises. This is primarily because our aim is a practical
tutoring system, in which reliable performance is critical.
This is also similar to human reading comprehension tutoring
in the real world.

III. DATASET CONSTRUCTION
The DIRECT dataset adopts the RACE dataset reading work-
sheets to simulate tutoring conversations. We chose RACE
because it is a collection of reading comprehension exercises
constructed by human experts for practical teaching [12].
We focused on the RACE-M subset for middle school
examinations, and passages with one or two questions or
questionswith serious errors were excluded from the dialogue
construction.

Four experts with a bachelor’s or master’s degree in
English and more than two years of experience in English
translation, two of them with experience teaching English,
participated in the dataset construction. To effectively con-
struct high-quality dialogue, one person was responsible for
a given passage, including constructing the conversations and
annotating key sentences for the associated exercises. Early in
the work, the experts cross-checked the constructed data and
often had discussions to reach consensus on the guidelines.
Table 1 presents examples of the data provided by DIRECT
and RACE for comparison.

A. TUTORING DIALOGUES
A dialogue that includes several turns between the tutor
and student was constructed for each reading comprehension
passage. Similar to real-world teaching, we assume that
the teaching scenario in which the dialogue occurs is as
follows: the tutor is provided with full information about the
examination, including the passage, questions, and correct
answers. The tutor leads the conversation, asks questions, and
gives feedback on student responses. The feedback includes
hints so that the student can determine the correct answer.
The tutor also initiates passage-related chats to arouse student
interest.

The student is provided with the passage, questions, and
candidate answers; thus, the student will choose an answer
from the candidate answers that is correct or incorrect.
The student actively participates in the conversation and
can seek hints when they fail to determine the correct
answer.

The following three types of turns are included in one
dialogue:
•Question type: The tutor asks the questions in the reading

comprehension examinations. Each question in the exercise
has one Question-type turn.
• Feedback type: This refers to an utterance to elicit the

correct answers when students fail to answer the Question-
type tutor utterance correctly. Each question in the exercise
has at most one Feedback-type turn.
• Chat type: The tutor utters passage-related chat before,

after, or in the middle of the tutoring conversation. Each
dialogue has at least one Chat-type turn.

We assume that the student initially answers about
50%–60% of the Question-type questions correctly and
determines the correct answer after receiving feedback.
To focus on dialogue-based tutoring, the following types of
questions and answers are avoided:
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TABLE 1. Sample tutoring dialogue in the DIRECT dataset for a passage and exercise from RACE-M.

• tutor questions (such as ‘‘Do you have any questions?’’)
that may cause the student to ask a question;
• student answers with lexical or grammatical errors

because the dialogue focuses on improving student’s reading
skills and not their grammar;
• for Chat-type questions, student answers are unrelated to

the question.
All dialogues were produced in English. The dialogue

continues until the student finishes the given exercise.
When the student answers the last question correctly, the
conversation is ended without closing comments.

B. OTHER ANNOTATIONS
Key sentences are assigned to each question-and-answer
pair. They can be adopted as ground knowledge to generate
the tutor’s questions and feedback. The key sentences are
selected from the passage, and up to two sentences are
allowed. If there are three or more key sentences, only the
beginning and last sentences from the passage are added to
the key sentences, and a ‘‘∼’’ is added in front of the second
sentence. The following annotations are used for the key
sentence annotation:
• ‘‘Full text’’ for questions related to the subject or

summary of the given passage;

• ‘‘Background’’ for questions that must be answered using
common sense;
• ‘‘Unknown’’ for questions that either cannot be answered

using the information provided in the passage or for which the
correct answer is ‘‘the story didn’t tell us about this’’;
•‘‘Other-calculation,’’ ‘‘Other-counting,’’ or ‘‘Other-

table’’ are added in front of key sentences if additional
calculation or counting is required to answer the question or
the key information is a table.
Assessment labels ‘‘Correct’’ or ‘‘Incorrect’’ are added to

the student responses for Question and Feedback types. The
responses to Chat-type questions are assigned ‘‘None’’ by
default.

C. DATASET STATISTICS
The statistics for the dialogues in the DIRECT dataset are
summarized in Table 2.

RACE-M contains 7,139 passages with 28,293 ques-
tions [12] and there are 5,708 dialogues developed with
23,982 Question-type turns in DIRECT (Table 2). Hence,
approximately 79.96% of the passages and 84.76% of
the questions in RACE-M were adopted for construct-
ing the DIRECT dialogues. The number of Feedback-
type turns is approximately 43.49% of the number of
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TABLE 2. Statistics of the DIRECT dialogues.

Question-type turns, which indicates that the percentage
of students initially answering the question correctly is
56.51% and the proportion of those that answer correctly
on their second try is 43.49%. A total of 69.16% of the
assessment labels on the student answers were ‘‘Correct,’’
which indicates that the correct rate of student answers was
69.16% in all Question and Feedback turns.
Table 3 presents the statistics of the key sentences. Only

58.34% of the key sentences consist of a single sentence.
This indicates that the key sentence annotations in DIRECT
together with the questions in the dialogue part can provide
a challenging dataset for future question and feedback
generation research.

TABLE 3. Key sentence statistics.

IV. METHODS
This section describes how we approach reading comprehen-
sion tutoring from the perspective of dialogue modeling and
how we frame it in DIRECT. The section also presents the
proposed dialogue model (Fig. 2) and its training details.

A. DIALOGUE-BASED READING COMPREHENSION
TUTORING SYSTEM
The dialogue-based tutoring system aims to generate a system
(tutor) utterance Yt in a turn t , given knowledge K and user
(student) utterance Ut . That is,

Yt= TutoringModel(Ut ,K ) (1)

Here, knowledge K refers to what the student needs to
learn; in the DIRECT dataset, knowledge K includes a
set of sentences pi (i = 1, . . . ,N ) in passage P and a
question–answer pair ej(j = 1, . . . ,M ) in exercise E , where
N and M are the number of sentences in the passage and the
number of question–answer pairs in the exercise, respectively.

We separate the dialogue-based tutoring task into four sub-
tasks: student response assessment (f1), turn type selection
(f2), ground knowledge selection (f3), and tutor utterance
generation (f4).

1) STUDENT RESPONSE ASSESSMENT
Let dialogue history Ht = [U0, S0, . . . , Ut ]; the tutoring
model first needs to produce an assessment result At on
student response Ut as

At = f1(Ht ,K ), (2)

where At can be one of the set {Correct, Incorrect, None}.

2) TURN TYPE SELECTION
According to the evaluation result At , the next utterance type
Tt is determined as

Tt = f2 (At ,Tt−1) , (3)

f2 =

{
Feedback, if At = Incorrect and Tt−1 6= Feedback
QuestionorChat. otherwise

(4)

Therefore, if the user answers the system’s question
incorrectly, the system will give the student a chance to try
again with a Feedback-type utterance. Otherwise, the system
proceeds to the next question in the exercise (Tt =Question
type) or chats about the learning passage (Tt =Chat type).

3) GROUND KNOWLEDGE SELECTION
The next step is selecting ground knowledge Kt from
knowledge K according to utterance type Tt . Assuming that
at turn t , the question–answer pair is ej, and its key sentences
comprise a subset of the passage that is denoted as S(S ⊂ øP).
The ground knowledge Kt is as follows:

Kt = f3 (Tt) , (5)

f3 =


ej, if Tt = Question[
S, ej

]
, elif Tt = Feedback

P. else

(6)

Thus, if Tt is a Question type, a question–answer pair will be
used to generate the utterance; if Tt is aFeedback type,Kt will
be the concatenation of the question–answer pair from the
previous Question turn, and its key sentences will be selected
from the passage; if Tt is a Chat type, the entire passage will
be considered as ground knowledge to produce topic-related
free chats.

4) TUTOR UTTERANCE GENERATION
A system utterance Yt is generated conditioned on all prior
information and concatenated as a single sequence as follows:

Yt = f4(Kt ,Tt ,At ,Ht ). (7)

As a result, the sequence predictionmodel for the dialogue-
based tutoring task is similar to the pipeline model for
TOD [14], [30].

B. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
We model tutoring tasks as a sequence prediction problem.
The system reads the knowledge and student response
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FIGURE 2. Overview of the dialogue model for reading comprehension tutoring.

and generates a sequence including the student response
assessment result, turn type, and tutor utterance.

The process of the dialogue model is as follows: first,
after reading the input utterance from the user, the system
generates the assessment result. There is no user input for
the first system utterance generation, and thus, the passage
is input instead of the user utterance.

The generated assessment label is used to determine
the next system turn type. Each time a Question type is
determined, the question index number (QA-idx) is updated
to store which question should be addressed in the given
exercise. For a fair evaluation in the experiments, we adopted
the ground-truth turn type in the case of Question or
Chat.

The turn type and the QA-idx are used to retrieve the
ground knowledge using (6). If the turn type is Feedback,
the question–answer pair of the QA-idx will be adopted
as the query to retrieve the key sentence from the given
passage using BM25 [32]. In our experiments, the top-1
ranked key sentence is used as the ground knowledge along
with the question-answer pair to generate the next system
utterance.

Unless otherwise stated, our model is the unidirectional
language model DistilGPT-2 [33], which is a distilled version
of GPT2 [34], fine-tuned using the DIRECT and RACE
datasets. The model was trained at dialogue-session level
with the following parameters: themaximum sequence length
was 1,024; the AdamW optimizer was adopted with greedy
decoding, a temperature of 0.7, and batch size set to 2. The
model had the best performance on the validation set after
65 epochs, and this model was selected for the evaluation on
the test set.

V. EXPERIMENTS
A. SETTINGS
The model generated system utterances based on ground
knowledge and all the previous sequences including the
evaluation result and turn type, using all previous turns as
context. Two settings were used for prediction:DIRECT.allT,
in which all conditions for prediction were the ground truth,
including ground knowledge, evaluation results, turn types,
and previous turns, and DIRECT.e2e, which is an end-to-end

setting in which all conditions except current user utterances
were the automatically predicted results.

Similarity the evaluation metrics unigram F1, BLEU [35],
[36], METEOR [37], and ROUGE-L [38], were adopted
to evaluate the system utterances. N-gram diversity (n=4)
DIST-4 [39] was also evaluated. The accuracies of the user
utterance assessment, turn type prediction, and key sentence
selection were also evaluated.

B. BASELINES
As the baseline model, we adopted the Lost-in-Conversation
(LIC) model [40], which was the winner in ConvAI2 on
the Persona dataset [26]. In our experiments, the baseline
model achieved a better performance than one of the state-of-
the-art models (DualGAN [41]) on the Wizard of Wikipedia
dataset [27]. The LIC model was trained with two settings:
i) all ground-truth conditions (LIC.allT in Table 4) and ii) with
passages and dialogues but without other ground knowledge
such as questions, answers, and ground-truth key sentences
(LIC.Net in Table 4).

TABLE 4. Results with ground-truth conditions.

For direct comparison with LIC, which was fine-tuned
on GPT [42], we fine-tuned DIRECT.allT on both GPT and
DistilGPT-2. The parameters were the same as those in the
fine-tuning of DistilGPT-2, except the maximum length was
changed to 512 to fit GPT.

Table 4 presents the comparative evaluation results using
the ground-truth conditions. LIC.allT performs much better
than LIC.Net, which indicates that all types of ground
knowledge in the DIRECT dataset, including the questions,
answers, and key sentences, are necessary to produce reliable
tutor utterances. The DIRECT model shows similar or
slightly better results than those of the baseline LIC model.
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C. EXPERIMENTS ON THE DIALOGUE MODEL
A dialogue system for practical tutoring purposes must be
able to participate in a sequential conversation in which every
utterance it generates at each turn is conditioned on previous
user utterances and system responses.

The assessment accuracy of student responses was
92.05%. If only Question and Feedback types were consid-
ered, the assessment accuracy was 90.70%. The turn type
prediction accuracy was 94.94% in the end-to-end model
prediction.

The evaluation of tutor utterance generation is presented in
Table 5. The performance ofQuestion-type questions is quite
high, but the Feedback type is still far from satisfactory.

TABLE 5. Evaluation results on the DIRECT.E2E model.

The key sentence selection accuracy was 35.65% accord-
ing to the top-1 exact matching, which is only applicable to
the ‘‘single sentence’’ type (listed in Table 3). Fuzzymatching
accuracy was 57.38%, and the ‘‘full text’’ and ‘‘background’’
types (listed in Table 3) were counted as accurate by default.
The performance of the key sentence selection was quite
low, which affects the performance of the Feedback-type
generation.

We evaluated the DIST-4 according to utterance type.
As Table 5 shows, the diversity of Chat utterances is slightly
lower than that of the other types. This may be because the
Chat type asks for personal experience.

D. HUMAN EVALUATION
Human evaluation was conducted for the purpose of confirm-
ing the meaning of the results in the quantitative evaluation.
Tomaintain the quality and consistency of the evaluation, two
raters evaluated the system utterances on the entire test set.
Early in the work, the raters discussed their cases frequently
and wrote a detailed manual with examples to clarify the
criteria. After evaluating approximately 10% of the data,
the independent evaluation began. A second independent
evaluation was required for the cases where the gap between
their scores was 1.5 or more.

The system utterances under ground-truth conditions and
with end-to-end settings were evaluated. The evaluation
criteria were whether the utterances were sensible and
specific [43], but with the following modifications: 2 points
was given if it makes sense and is specific; 1 point was given
if it makes sense but lacks specificity; 0.5 points was given if
it makes sense but is partially incorrect or contains errors in
spelling or grammar; and 0 points was given if it was incorrect
or does not make sense. Cohen’s Kappa between the two
raters was 0.97.

The results of the human evaluation were consistent with
the results of the quantitative evaluation (Table 6). The
system shows good performance for both Question- and
Chat-type utterances but poor performance forFeedback-type
utterances.

TABLE 6. Human evaluation results.

E. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The purpose of feedback is to provide hints rather than
direct answers to encourage students to read and understand
on their own. We analyzed 50 human-constructed feedback
utterances in DIRECT and found that they can be divided
into reasoning hints, key sentence hints, and general types
(see the Appendix). Approximately 32% of the feedback
utterances were reasoning hints that required background
knowledge or reasoning. The key sentence hints, that is,
trying to help students find key sentences, but avoiding exact
answers, comprised 50% of the utterances. Both types are
rather challenging to generate as feedback. Approximately
18% of the utterances were the general type, that is, they
required students to read more sentences or asked them to
reread carefully. In the automatically generated feedback,
70% of the utterances provided correct or incorrect answers
based on key sentences, 8%were of the general type, and 22%
were of the reasoning type, that is, they usedworld knowledge
or informed the student why the answer was wrong.
Question-type system utterances were generated using

exercise questions and answers as ground knowledge.
We considered whether the system learns the dialogue or
outputs the original question in the grounded knowledge
unchanged. In particular, this could happen because there
are many complete sentence-type questions in the RACE
dataset. To determine this, we compared the generated
utterances with the human-developed target utterances and
their corresponding questions in the RACE exercise.

TABLE 7. Evaluation of question-type generation with
human-constructed and original questions.

As shown in Table 7, the generated utterances are closer
to the human-constructed tutor utterances (the ‘‘Pred-Q vs.
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Human-Q’’ row in the table, and theQuestion row in Table 5)
but less similar to the corresponding questions in the exercises
(‘‘Pred-Q vs. Orig-Q’’ in Table 7). This indicates that the
system was well-trained with target utterances, rather than
outputting the ground-truth questions. Furthermore, the target
utterances had a relatively low similarity to the questions of
the exercises (‘‘Orig-Q vs. Human-Q’’), which indicates that
the human experts tried to construct target tutor utterances
using expressions that were different to those in the given
questions.

We finally consider whether it is necessary to generate
all of the questions related to a passage in one dialogue.
This question is reasonable if only question generation is
considered; in this case, the dialogue context for previous
questions does not contribute to subsequent questions.
However, our goal is to propose a tutoring model for four
sub-tasks, including student response assessment, turn-type
selection, knowledge selection, and tutor utterance (question
or feedback) generation. The prediction results of these four
subtasks depends on the previous ones, just as it does in TOD
tasks. The pipeline schema proposed in our paper is necessary
if we want to obtain a solution using a unified model.

However, a dialogue model that utilizes ground knowledge
from different dialogue contexts in different turn types is
worth investigating. In such a model, ground knowledge
from at least one previous turn is used to generate tutor
Feedback-type utterances, and those from as many previous
turns as possible are used to generate Chat-type utterances.
This type of model must be trained on turn-level sequences,
which performed much worse than the dialogue-session level
training adopted in [14]. We aim to investigate such a system
in our future work.

VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a large-scale dialogue dataset called DIRECT
for reading comprehension tutoring. Tutors ask questions
and give feedback, while student answers can be correct or
incorrect. Similar to a tutor in a real one-on-one tutoring
situation, this dataset also includes a chat about a given
passage. Other annotations, including key sentences and
student answer assessment labels, are also provided so that
the DIRECT dataset can be used for other tutoring tasks,
including question and feedback generation as well as student
answer assessment.

We also formulated a dialogue-based reading comprehen-
sion tutoring process with a pipeline schema and imple-
mented a neural network model. It sequentially generated
assessments of the student responses, tutor questions, and
feedback. A series of experiments indicate that the perfor-
mance is quite promising as a first attempt at a dialogue-
based tutoring model. However, there is still much room for
improvement, particularly with respect to the key sentence
selection and feedback generation. Considering that most
reading materials do not have exercises for reference, further
research on a series of tutoring tasks involving only passages
and answers is required.

TABLE 8. Reasoning hint feedback example 1.

The dialogue-based tutoring model proposed in this paper
can be used in a variety of educational contexts, including
tutoring related to reading comprehension such as language
and history in primary and secondary schools, as well as
professional training programs.

VII. LIMITATIONS
Compared to other ODD or TOD datasets, our dataset is
not particularly large (5,708 dialogue with 46,102 turns;
see Table 2). For example, the Wizard-of-Wikipedia dataset,
which is a document-grounded ODD dataset, contains 22,311
dialogues with 201,999 turns [27], and the MultiWOZ
dataset, which is widely used for TOD research, contains
8,438 dialogues with 113,556 turns [44].

However, our dataset cannot be considered small compared
to datasets used for tutoring purposes or TOD datasets
released prior to MultiWOZ. For example, the question gen-
eration dataset EQG-RACE for reading comprehension [20]
consists of 20,486 questions (ours includes 23,982 questions,
10,430 feedback utterances, and 11,688 chats; see Table 2),
and the SAF dataset [18], which is a short answer feedback
dataset, contains 4,519 submissions of German and English
questions.

Most datasets used for tutoring purposes are small due to
the lack of publicly available tutoring materials. We hope
that our dataset will stimulate more research in the field of
tutoring.

APPENDIX: EXAMPLES OF FEEDBACK
There are three types of feedback in the DIRECT dataset
according to our analysis: hints that need reasoning, hints to
help student find key sentences, and general-type hints.

In the following examples, ‘‘Question,’’ ‘‘Answer,’’ ‘‘Key
sentence’’ (‘‘Key’’), ‘‘Student,’’ and ‘‘Feedback’’ (shown
in black) are ground-truth data provided by the RACE
and DIRECT datasets. ‘‘Auto-key sentence’’ (‘‘Auto-Key’’),
‘‘Auto-Question’’ (‘‘Auto-Ques’’), and ‘‘Auto-Feedback’’
(‘‘Auto-Feed’’) (shown in gray) were retrieved or generated
by DIRECT.e2e. ‘‘Auto-Student’’ (‘‘Auto-Stud’’) is the input
to the model, which is the same as the ground-truth
‘‘Student.’’ The first short sentence in an ‘‘Auto-Ques’’ is
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TABLE 9. Reasoning hint feedback example 2.

TABLE 10. Key sentence hint feedback example.

TABLE 11. General hint feedback example.

a short response to the previous student’s answer, and the
next new ‘‘Question’’ is then asked. The score of the ‘‘Auto-
Feedback’’ (‘‘Auto-Feed’’) is provided by a human rater.

Wefirst consider reasoning hints. In the example in Table 8,
to provide ground-truth ‘‘Feedback,’’ the model should know
that ‘‘the equipment becomes easier and safer’’ means ‘‘it’s
useful for people.’’

In the example in Table 9, the model should know
that ‘‘doing something wrong’’ is a ‘‘behavior’’ to provide
ground-truth ‘‘Feedback.’’

We also provide examples for key sentence hints. In the
example in Table 10, ‘‘Feedback’’ helps student find the key
sentence (‘‘Key’’) by referring to the phrase ‘‘in high spirits.’’

By contrast, the general-type ‘‘Feedback’’ does not give
specific hints. The example is given in Table 11.
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